Progressive Insurance

We create an environment where IT professionals thrive and develop, and are recognized and empowered. With approximately 3000 employees in IT across our campuses in Mayfield Village, Ohio and Colorado Springs, Colorado, our in-house IT capabilities allow our programmers exposure to a wide variety of technologies under one roof.

Progressive has been called “a technology company that sells insurance”
It’s no wonder why. Almost everything that occurs at Progressive happens with help from our Information Technology team. We continuously revolutionize the insurance industry with our innovative services and use of technology. From the rows of servers in our data centers to the smartphones around the world with a Progressive mobile app, technology is the backbone of this place. The base of the pyramid. The trunk of the tree. We’re thousands of miles from Silicon Valley. But we think there’s no better place to launch, accelerate and kick a technology career into hyperdrive at a Fortune 200 company.

Redefining the auto insurance industry since 1937, The Progressive Group of Insurance Companies, a Fortune 500® company, is one of the largest providers of personal auto insurance in the U.S. Our employees are some of the brightest and most talented in the country. Working at Progressive means extensive career path opportunities and the chance to work in many different roles with a diverse group of colleagues. At Progressive you are encouraged to learn, take risks, grow and perform in an innovative, dynamic atmosphere where results are rewarded. Progressive is a place where you are celebrated for the person you are, the ideas you bring, and the energy you invest.

Full-time positions we recruit for in Mayfield Village, OH
Pricing Analyst
Analyst Rotational Program
Comparison Rating Analyst
Data Analyst
IT Systems Engineer
IT Systems Test Engineer
IT Applications Programmer

Internship positions we recruit for in Mayfield Village, OH
Pricing Analyst Intern
Actuarial Analyst Intern
Data Analyst Intern
Comparison Rating Analyst Intern
IT Systems Engineer Intern
IT Systems Test Engineer Intern
IT Applications Programmer Intern

Apply Now
Apply now and find out what it’s like to be valued for the talent and passion you invest in all that you do.
Apply at; https://www.progressive.com/jobs/students-grads/

Sponsorship is not available for these positions. Progressive is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Progressive generally does not sponsor foreign national candidates for work authorization except for positions that in Progressive’s determination require highly specialized knowledge and for which candidate sponsorship is appropriate.